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Introduction
Risk factors and the strategies based thereon
are fast becoming an integral part of the global
asset management landscape.1 The financial
industry has adopted the moniker smart beta
to describe such strategies as the term is both
highly marketable and sufficiently broad to
cover a wide range of investment products.
However, in this report we will rather make
use of the terms risk factors and/or risk premia
when referring to underlying market drivers,
and systematic strategies when referring to
the dynamic investment strategies followed in
order to gain exposure to these underlying risk
factors. We do this not only to be more rigorous
but also to draw attention to the practical fact
that identifying a risk factor and subsequently
harvesting returns from such a factor are
essentially separate problems and need to be
approached as such.
The latest annual smart beta surveys from FTSE
Russell, EDHEC and MSCI all show variations
of the same two major trends. Firstly, there

are already a number of large international
institutional investors that have sizeable factorbased portfolios and secondly, that many more
investors are either in the process of reviewing
such strategies or are looking to do so in the
near future. In order to understand why risk
factor investing has shown such a remarkable
growth in popularity, it is worth briefly
considering the greater history of portfolio
management and asset pricing.
Nearly 70 years ago, Markowitz (1952)
introduced the efficient frontier approach to
asset allocation, which is still the most popular
framework for constructing portfolios of assets.
Under this framework, an optimal portfolio
is defined as the combination of assets that
maximises the expected return of the portfolio
at a given time horizon for a specified level
of portfolio risk (Meucci, 2001). In theory
then, the portfolio construction problem had
been solved. One simply needed to input
the expected returns and covariances of the
assets into the framework and out would pop

an optimal portfolio specific to one’s risk preferences. When
applied in practice though, the model was found to be incredibly
sensitive to small changes in the estimated mean returns and
the optimisation procedure would almost certainly output
unreasonable allocations. This behaviour led to Michaud (1989)
coining the infamous phrase “error maximiser”.
As a result, academics and practitioners alike then focussed their
efforts into two separate areas in order to address the framework’s
weaknesses. The first area was based on all things risk-related:
risk-based portfolio construction, more efficient risk estimates,
and new risk and diversification measures. The result of this
work has culminated in a rich risk budgeting and diversification
approach. Roncalli (2013) provides an excellent review of
generalised risk budgeting and Flint et al. (2015) provides a
comprehensive study of diversification in the South African
market.
The second area is based on all aspects of creating better expected
return estimates. In particular, academics and practitioners went
on the hunt for the underlying building blocks of asset classes in
a similar manner to the way that physicists have hunted for the
increasingly small and elementary particles from which all matter
is comprised. The result of this search in the financial industry has
given rise to the current factor investing paradigm. Podkaminer
(2013) describes risk factors as the “smallest systematic units
that influence investment return and risk characteristics” and
Cazalet and Roncalli (2014) describe risk factor investing simply
as “an attempt to capture systematic risk premia”. Homescu
(2015) further adds that the aim of factor investing is to construct
portfolios in a systematic manner in order to gain exposure to a
range of underlying risk factors.
The objective of this report is to construct a comprehensive range
of risk factors for the South African equity market, analyse the
historical behaviour of these factors and provide an overview of
how such factors can be used in risk management and portfolio
management. In order to achieve this objective, this research
draws heavily on the excellent reviews written by Ang (2014),
Cazalet and Roncalli (2014), Amenc et al. (2014), Homescu
(2015) and Meucci (2016). We also make reference to Mutswari’s
(2016) recent work on testing the validity of a number of recent
factor models for South African stock returns.
The remainder of this report is set out as follows. Linear Factor
Models in Finance reviews the set of linear factor models used
in finance and discusses the Fama-French factor models at
length. South African Equity Risk Factors discusses the general
factor construction process and the Fama-French construction
methodology in detail. South African risk factors are introduced
and thoroughly analysed. Factor-Based Risk Management then
considers the application of these factors in risk management,
focussing on risk attribution and returns-based style analysis.
Factor-based portfolio management is discussed in Factor-Based
Portfolio Management, with emphasis on creating multi-factor
portfolios, and then the report concludes.
Linear Factor Models in Finance
Almost all finance studies throughout history have shown that
there is a trade-off between risk and return. A natural question for
investors then is what level of return can one expect to obtain for
exposing oneself to a given level of risk? Traditionally, questions
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of this nature have been answered by using Linear Factor
Models, or LFM’s, which posit a linear relationship between an
asset’s expected return and its covariance with the risk factors
incorporated in the model.
Meucci (2016) states that LFM’s are used in almost every step
of the risk and portfolio management process, including asset
pricing, risk attribution and modelling, alpha prediction, portfolio
optimisation and asset allocation. LFM’s are also the cornerstone
of factor investing as they are the main quantitative tool used
to create systematic factor strategies. In this section, we briefly
review the key LFM’s used in the asset pricing literature and
discuss at length the commonly used Fama-French-type factor
models.
CAPM & APT
The capital asset pricing model (CAPM) was introduced by
Sharpe (1964) and serves as the basis for all other factor models
of asset returns. Based on the framework defined by Markowitz
(1952), Sharpe showed that the risk premium on an asset (or
portfolio of assets) was a linear function of a single market
risk premium, represented by the market-capitalisation index.
Mathematically, the CAPM states that

 [ Ri ]=
− R f βi (  [ Rm ] − R f

),

(1)

where Ri and Rm are the returns on the i th asset and market
portfolio respectively, R f is the risk-free rate,  [  ] represents
the expectation and β i is the beta – or sensitivity – of the i th asset
to the market portfolio, calculated as the ratio of the covariance
of the asset and the market portfolio to the variance of the market
portfolio:

βi =

ov [ Ri , Rm ]
ar [ Rm ]

(2)
.

Beta thus measures the level of non-diversifiable, systematic
risk embedded within any asset. Given that there is only a single
market risk factor, the CAPM states that the reward for taking on
additional risk is directly proportional to the underlying market
risk. Therefore, everyone should hold the market portfolio in
equilibrium as it is the only risk that is truly rewarded. While
extremely elegant, there have been countless studies since its
introduction that have shown that the theoretical CAPM is not
validated by empirical evidence.
Ross (1976) proposed an alternative model, known as arbitrage
pricing theory (APT) based on the increasing evidence of multiple
market risk premia. Ross posited that the return of an asset is
driven by a combination of random market factors and that this
can be modelled with an LFM:
m

Ri =
α i + ∑βi j j + ε i
j =1

(3)
,

j
where α i is a constant, β i is the sensitivity of asset i to factor j,
j is the return on factor j , and ε i is the iid error – or stockspecific risk – term, which is also independent from any of the
risk factors. It can be shown from Equation 3 that under APT, the
risk premium on an asset is given by
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 [=
Ri ] − R f

m

(

∑βi j  j  − R f
j =1

)

Carhart Four-Factor Model
(4)
,

Equations 3 and 4 form the basis of nearly all risk attribution
systems and systematic factor strategies. One of the challenges in
using the APT though is that it is left to the user to define what
the underlying market risk factors really are. In this vein, Cazalet
and Roncalli (2014) define three main risk factor categories.
The first category comprises factors based purely on statistical
asset data – e.g. Principal Components Analysis risk factors. The
second category comprises factors based on macroeconomic data
– e.g. inflation and GDP growth. The final category comprises
factors based on market data. This can be further classified into
those factors based on accounting data – e.g. size and value – and
those based on price data – e.g. momentum and low volatility. In
this work, we focus mostly on the third category of risk factors.
The Fama-French Model and its Extensions
Fama-French Three-Factor Model
Based on the prior empirical studies that analysed numerous
potential risk factors, Fama and French (1993) proposed a threefactor model for equity stock returns, which has since become the
industry standard. This model linearly combines accounting- and
price-based factors in the form

Ri − R f =α i + β

m
i

(R

m

− Rf ) + β

smb
i

Rsmb + β

hml
i

Rhml + ε i (5)
.

Rsmb is the return on a long/short portfolio of small/big market
capitalisation stocks and Rhml is the return on a long/short
portfolio of high/low book-to-market stocks.2 These are known
as the size factor and value factor respectively. Because market
capitalization and value ratio indicators are correlated, Fama and
French (1993) use a two-way sorting procedure to strip out any
confounding factor effects. The value factor thus captures the
value premium that is independent of the effect of size and the
size factor captures the size premium that is independent of the
effect of value.
There has been much literature aimed at assessing the
appropriateness of the Fama-French three-factor model in equity
markets worldwide. In the South African context, van Rensburg
(2001) and van Rensburg and Robertson (2003) provide some
of the earliest comprehensive assessments of Fama-Frenchbased APT models on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE).
Although not testing the exact Fama-French three-factor model,
they show convincingly that one needs to incorporate several
risk factors in order to accurately model the cross-section of
equity returns on the JSE. More recent studies in the same vein
include the works of Mutooni and Muller (2007), Basiewicz and
Auret (2009, 2010), Strugnell et al. (2011) and Muller and Ward
(2013), among others. Although these studies report differences
in the magnitudes and significance levels of certain equity risk
factors, they all conclude that a broader APT-based factor model
is required to model South African equity markets correctly.
The difference in study results is also to be expected, given the
variations in data period and method across the various studies.
As both Amenc et al. (2014) and Cazalet and Roncalli (2014)
note, risk factors can be both cyclical and market-specific.
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Motivated by the evidence provided by Jegadeesh and Titman
(1993) on the existence of significant medium-term price
momentum trends, Carhart (1997) introduced a four-factor
model based on Fama and French’s work but including a
momentum factor. This has since become the standard
model used in fund performance and persistence literature.
Mathematically, the Carhart four-factor model is given as:
Ri − R f =α i + βim ( Rm − R f ) + βismb Rsmb + βihml Rhml + βiwml Rwml + ε i

,

(6)

where Rwml represents the return on a long/short portfolio of
winner/loser stocks, based on the previous 12-month’s price
performance. Although initially met with severe scepticism, the
momentum factor is now referred to as the “premier market
anomaly” (Fama and French, 2008). Studies have confirmed
the presence of this anomaly across numerous geographies
and asset classes, making it the most prevalent market factor
to date (Moskowitz, Ooi and Pedersen (2012), Asness et al.
(2013)). Perhaps the reason for this pervasiveness is because the
momentum factor is in essence a behavioural artefact, driven
by cognitive biases which are unlikely to disappear in the near
future (Antonacci, 2013). The same is perhaps not true about the
justifications of the size and value factors.
Fama-French Five-Factor Model
In the time since Fama and French’s (1993) initial work, many
authors have shown that the three-factor model and even the
four-factor model may well not be sufficient to explain the
variation in the cross section of asset returns. To this effect,
Fama and French (2014) introduced a novel five-factor model
which included factors relating to the profitability and level of
investment made by a company. In contrast to their original
model, which is based on APT and empirical market research, the
justification for the five-factor model stems from the bottom-up
dividend discount model. Specifically, Fama and French (2014)
suggest that expected stock return, as modelled by the dividend
discount model, is based on three variables, namely the bookto-market ratio, expected earnings and expected growth in book
equity – what they dub ‘investment’. From their investigations,
they posit the following five-factor model:
Ri − R f =α i + βim ( Rm − R f ) + βismb Rsmb + βihml Rhml + βicma Rcma + βirmw Rrmw + ε i

(7)

where Rcma represents the return on a long/short portfolio of
conservatively/aggressively invested stocks, and Rrmw represents
the return on a long/short portfolio of robust/weak profitability
stocks. Apart from the dividend discount model, the inclusion
of these two factors was also influenced by the work of NovyMarx (2013) and others, who showed that high profitability (or
quality) stocks are rewarded with a significant and consistent
premium, even after accounting for the return stemming from
the original risk factors. Asness et al. (2013b) have since refined
Novy-Marx’s proxy of profitability/quality and proposed a new
long/short factor of quality/junk stocks, where quality is defined
as a composite score based on the dividend discount model and
comprising numerous single accounting values. For the remainder
of this paper, we will focus only on Fama and French’s (2014)
version of the profitability (i.e. quality) factor.

Asness et al. Six-Factor Model
Given that the Fama-French five-factor model is motivated by
the dividend discount model, which describes the long-term
behaviour of expected stock returns, the absence of the shorterterm momentum factor becomes somewhat more understandable.
However, its exclusion is still surprising given that these very
same authors named momentum as the premier market anomaly.
In addition to this observation, Asness et al. (2015) also suggest
that value and momentum are complementary risk factors and
should be placed together. As a result, they propose a six-factor
model extension which includes the momentum factor and makes
use of a slightly adjusted value factor:
*
Ri − R f =α i + βim ( Rm − R f ) + βismb Rsmb + βihml Rhml
+ βiwml Rwml

+ βicma Rcma + βirmw Rrmw + ε i

(8)

According to their results, the six-factor model provides a more
complete explanation of the variation in historical US stock
returns than the five-factor model and the adjusted value factor,
which was shown to be nearly redundant by Fama and French
(2014) before adjustment, now remains a significant risk factor.
Other Risk Factors
In what has now become one of the classic empirical finance
papers, Harvey et al. (2015) surveyed hundreds of asset pricing
papers published over the last fifty years and tallied more than
300 factors that are purported to explain the variation in the
cross-section of expected returns. This concerted exercise in data
mining led to Cochrane (2011) coining the phrase “the factor
zoo”.
The proliferation of purported factors is also partly a consequence
of the popularity of the factor investing paradigm: factors are
now everywhere and everything has become a factor. Cazalet
and Roncalli (2014) suggest that this is arguably the most
pernicious fantasy in the factor investing literature. Instead, they
state that there are only a handful of risk factors that represent
true risk premia or market anomalies. Ang (2014) suggests four
main criteria for determining whether an observed market
phenomenon is actually a true risk factor:
1.

It should have strong support in academic and
practitioner research and strong economic
justifications.

2.

It should have exhibited significant premiums to date
that are expected to persist.

3.

It should have history available during both quiet and
turbulent market regimes.

4.

It should be implementable in liquid, traded
instruments.

Although the final criterion is not strictly required if only using
the factor model in a risk attribution setting, it is still vitally
important for creating tradable systematic factor strategies.
The factors we have discussed so far are all considered to be true
risk factors in the sense that they are prevalent across nearly all
markets studied to date, have valid economic and/or behavioural
justifications and have histories stretching back more than a
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hundred years in some cases. In addition to these well-established
risk factors, there are also a handful of recently discovered factors
that are fast becoming accepted as true risk factors.
Two such recent factors attempt to capture the observed empirical
phenomena that low volatility stocks outperform high volatility
stocks and, similarly, that low beta stocks outperform high
beta stocks. Ang et al. (2006) and Blitz and van Vliet (2007)
popularised the idea of the low volatility factor and showed
significant premium levels attached to this factor across a range
of markets. Baker et al. (2014) and Frazzini and Pedersen (2014)
among others have since confirmed their results and refined the
economic rationale, further justifying the observed risk premia.
The low beta factor can be traced all the way back to Black (1972)
and the leverage effect. Despite this lengthy history, the factor has
only come back into vogue in the last ten years. Interestingly, van
Rensburg and Robertson (2003) showed early on that the low beta
anomaly commanded a significant premium in the South African
equity market and could be accessed by sorting portfolios into
quintiles based on their CAPM betas.
Other common factors not considered in this work are the carry
(i.e. dividend yield), liquidity and quality factors. The carry
risk factor is perhaps the most easily accepted in South African
markets, where both the FTSE/JSE Dividend Plus Index and
dividend-based unit trusts have existed for many years already.
The liquidity factor is also easily appreciated in South African
markets given its extremely high levels of concentration and
the constant problem of capacity that many of the larger fund
managers are faced with. Even though the strategy is accessed
by going long illiquid stocks and shorting liquid stocks, it is
unlikely that one could ever easily trade a South African liquidity
factor in any decent size. For this reason, we leave this factor
for future consideration. Finally, we have the quality factor. As
mentioned above, the Fama and French (2014) profitability factor
is essentially equivalent to the Novy-Marx (2012) version of
quality. Although the more involved definition by Asness et al.
(2013b) is arguably a better proxy for the true quality factor, it is
also considerably more complicated to manufacture. For the sake
of simplicity then, we leave this more advanced quality factor for
future consideration.
South African Equity Risk Factors
In Linear Factor Models in Finance, we outlined several of the
most popular APT-based factor models used in practice which
have become essential risk and portfolio management tools.
Although the selection of an optimal model specification remains
an open question, it is clear that the underlying risk factors used
in these competing models will continue to remain relevant
for the foreseeable future. To this end, there are several online,
open-source risk factor databases for large international equity
markets.3 However, and despite the South African-based factor
studies mentioned earlier, a similar database does not exist – or
at least is not publically available – for the South African equity
market.
One of the goals of this research is to create a growing database of
South African equity risk factors – and underlying stock variables
– constructed as per the international asset pricing literature. In
particular, we construct seven Fama-French style factors: size,
value, momentum, profitability, investment, low volatility and
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low beta. Our hope in doing so is to make available to market
participants an independent factor database that enables one to
run a number of important risk and portfolio management factor
applications in line with international best practice. This online
South African factor data library can be found at https://www.
preregrine.co.za/Content/PeregrineSecuritiesResearch.
Generalised Factor and Signal Processing
The factors discussed in this work are based on the Fama-French
portfolio sorting methodology, which we will outline shortly.
However, it is important to realise this is simply a special case
of a more general signal processing framework. Meucci (2016)
outlines three steps in the general allocation policy for systematic
strategies. Firstly, process the set of current information into
one or more factor signals. Secondly, transform these signals
into a single set of consistent characteristics (i.e. expected
return estimates) on the underlying stocks. Thirdly, construct
optimal portfolio weights as a function of the transformed signal
characteristics.
The initial step can be broken further into data collection,
signal generation and signal processing. Consider a momentum
signal for example. After collecting the requisite price data and
correcting for any corporate actions and dividend payments, one
uses a defined function to create factor scores. This could be as
simple as prior 12-month return or something more complicated
like a Hull moving average filter. Finally, these scores are filtered
over time and/or cross-sectionally in order to create factor signals.
Common filtering techniques include smoothing over time,
scoring to reduce volatility, ranking cross-sectionally, twisting
ranks nonlinearly, and trimming or Winsoring outliers.
The second step is not usually carried out when constructing
single factors but is vitally important when considering multiple
factors. For example, consider a universe of stocks that have
both momentum and value scores. One then needs to define a
methodology for creating a single consistent characteristic value
for each stock that is consistent with both sets of factor scores.
Such methods can vary from basic portfolio sorts to complex
nonlinear programming solutions. We revisit this point in the
section on Factor Portfolio Mixing and Integrated Factor Scores.
Finally, create an optimal portfolio based the estimated stock
characteristics, a given satisfaction index and a set of constraints.
This implementation step is ultimately what separates systematic
factor strategies from underlying risk factor portfolios. In special
cases, one can directly trade the underlying risk factors but
usually investors are faced with real-world constraints that make
this impossible. For example, long-only investors wanting to gain
exposure to the long/short Fama-French value factor need to use
optimisation techniques in order to maximise targeted factor
exposure while minimising unwanted factor exposures. See the
section on Factor Risk Attribution and the Factor Efficiency Ratio
for more on this.
Constructing South African Risk Factors
We now consider the Fama-French construction methodology
in light of the general factor framework outlined above. The
dataset consists of the 383 constituents of the FTSE/JSE All Share
Index (ALSI) over the period January 1996 to August 2016. All
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available total return and fundamental stock data were obtained
from Bloomberg and INet for the 20-year period. Due to severe
limitations on available fundamental data, the initial starting date
had to be moved forward to December 2002, thus yielding a final
sample period of just less than 14 years.
The majority of Fama-French risk factors are based on
fundamental stock variables, with the remainder based on price
information variables. The definitions of each such variable were
kept consistent with the relevant international literature. At any
particular month in the analysis window, the factor variables are
defined as follows:
•

Size is defined as the market value of the stock as at
the end of the previous month. The shares in issue are
taken directly from the underlying FTSE/JSE index
data and multiplied by the index-recorded share price
to obtain the gross market capitalisation.

•

Value is defined as the ratio of book value to market
value (BtM). This ratio is computed by taking the most
recent book value six months prior to the current
month and dividing it by the market value as at the
end of the previous month. This is slightly different to
the original definition but is in line with the alteration
proposed by Asness and Frazzini (2013).

•

Momentum is defined as the prior twelve month total
stock return, less the prior month’s return to account
for any short-term reversal effects.

•

Profitability is defined as the ratio of operating profit
(total annual revenue, net of sales and other expenses)
to the most recent book value for the previous year.

•

Investment is defined as the relative growth in total
assets six months prior to the current month.

•

Low volatility is defined as the standard deviation of
weekly total stock returns measured over the three
years prior to the current month. If three years of
weekly return data are not available, a smaller history
is used with the minimum period required being one
year. This is the factor definition proposed by Blitz and
van Vliet (2007).

•

Low beta is defined as the CAPM beta estimated
from weekly excess total stock returns and excess
ALSI returns, measured over the three years prior
to the current month. If three years of weekly return
data are not available, a smaller sample is used with
the minimum period required being one year. This is
the factor definition proposed by Blitz and van Vliet
(2007).

The stock universe available for factor construction at any given
month is taken as the historical ALSI constituent basket for that
month. In order to isolate the true premia of the underlying
factors, Fama and French (1993) employ a basic two-way portfolio
sorting methodology. We create long/short factor returns in a
consistent manner:
1.

First rank all stocks according to their size score. Using
the 50th percentile as a break point, create two subsets

Table 1: Depiction of the two-way factor portfolio sorts for the Carhart four-factor model
of stocks, namely Big (all the stocks above the break
point) and Small (stocks below the break point).
2.

3.

Independently rank all the stocks according to their
value score. Taking the 30th and 70th percentiles as
break points, construct three value subsets; namely,
High value above the 70th percentile, Neutral value
between the 30th and 70th, and Low value (i.e.
growth) stocks below the 30th percentile.
Repeat the previous step to construct stock subsets on
the basis of momentum, profitability, investment, low
volatility and low beta scores respectively. Note that in
the case of investment, low volatility and low beta, the
portfolio below the 30th percentile is the one which is
expected to render the positive return.

4.

Use the two-way size/factor sort in order to create
equally-weighted factor portfolios, as depicted in Table
1. For example, the size/value sorting procedure gives
one six portfolios: namely, Small Value, Small Neutral
and Small Growth, and Big Value, Big Neutral and Big
Growth.

5.

Construct long/short factor returns by averaging
the returns on the Small High and Big High factor
portfolios and subtracting the average of the returns
on the Small Low and Big Low factor portfolios.
Repeat this for each set of sorting tables to create the
six size-agnostic factor portfolios.

6.

Construct long/short size factor returns for each of the
independent two-way sorting tables by averaging the
returns on the Small High, Small Neutral and Small
Low factor portfolios and subtracting the average of
the returns on the Big High, Big Neutral and Big Low
factor portfolios. The final long/short size factor return
is then calculated as the average of the various size
factor returns across all factors included in the model.

Following Step 5 above, the long/short value factor return is
calculated as
Rhml =
+
= Rhml

1
1
R ( SV ) + R ( BV ) ) − ( R ( SG ) + R ( BG ) )
(
2
2
−
− Rhml

(9)

perhaps the two most common constraints faced by investors in
the risk factor space: namely, long-only and capacity constraints.
We will revisit this in the section on Factor Analysis.
(11)
Following Step 6, the size factor return from the size/value
portfolios is calculated as
val
Rsmb
=

1
( R ( SV ) + R ( SN ) + R ( SG ) ) − 13 ( R ( BV ) + R ( BN ) + R ( BG ) )
3
.

A similar calculation is done for the size/momentum
portfolios and the final size factor return is thus given as

=
Rsmb

(12)

1 val
mom
( Rsmb + Rsmb
)
2
.

One departure from the methodology of Fama and French is the
continued use of two-way rather than n-way sorts for the larger
factor models. We do this because of the discrepancy between the
size of the SA stock universe, which ranges from 150 – 171 stocks
over the 14 year period, and the size of the US stock universe,
which numbers in the thousands. Even if one were to use only
two portfolios per factor, a four-way sort would cause the average
portfolio size to drop to only ten stocks. This is clearly not large
enough to ensure a well-diversified portfolio free from stockspecific risk.
Rebalancing of the value, profitability and investment factors
occurs annually at each December-end. The low volatility and low
beta factors are rebalanced quarterly, beginning from Decemberend, and the momentum factor is rebalanced monthly. As noted
in Step 4, the standard methodology is to create equally-weighted
factor portfolios, although one can also consider value-weighted
portfolios. If any constituents of the factor portfolios delist during
the holding period, an appropriate portfolio rebalance is done as
at the close on the day prior to delisting as per standard indexing
rules.
In summary, the process outlined above ensures that we create
realistic and tradable daily risk factor returns over the complete
sample period. Finally, we use the ALSI total return less the threemonth NCD rate as a proxy for the excess market factor.
Factor Analysis

(10)

1
( R ( SV ) − R ( SG ) ) + 12 ( R ( BV ) − R ( BG ) )
2
1 s
b
=
( Rhml + Rhml
)
2
=

Equations 9 and 10 show how to decompose the long/short factor
return into separate long and short components as well as into
separate size components. These decompositions also represent

Figure 1 displays the cumulative log-performance of the eight
South African long/short risk factors over the full 14-year sample
period. Equal-weighted factors are represented by the solid
lines and cap-weighted factors by the dashed lines. The most
striking observation is that the scale of the momentum factor is
significantly larger than any of the other factors, including the
(excess) market factor. Apart from the international evidence that
suggests that momentum generally does command the largest risk
premium (Antonacci, 2013), the strong performance is likely also
due to the underlying equity market’s strong performance over the
24
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Figure 1: Cumulative log-performance of equal-weight (solid) and cap-weight (dashed) South African risk factors, Dec 2002 to Aug 2016

sample period, coupled with the extreme level of concentration.
On average, the ten largest stocks in the ALSI have historically
accounted for nearly 60% of the total index value (Flint et al.,
2013). Therefore, any strong underlying equity market trend –
positive or negative – is almost certainly driven by this handful
of large counters. Such a feature is exactly what the momentum
factor attempts to capture. Lastly, one must also remember that
the momentum portfolio rebalances monthly and thus a large
proportion of this return could be lost in practice due to high
turnover costs.
Figure 1 also shows that the weighting scheme used in the FamaFrench sorting procedure can impact the performance of the
risk factor, although the magnitude of the effect is very factordependent. The discrepancy in equal- and cap-weighted factors is
most obvious for the momentum factor but also affects value and
profitability factors to some extent. Interestingly, we note almost
no difference in either the trend or return magnitude for the low
volatility and low beta factors.
Over the complete period, the size premium has remained
consistently small and has in fact been slightly negative since the
2008 financial crisis; in line with the findings of Strugnell et al.
(2011). As Table 2 shows, the expected return on the size factor is
only 0.1%, a stark contrast to the 12.4% return on the momentum

factor. The value factor, arguably the most well-known and
accepted risk premium, has also struggled since the financial
crisis, thus giving only a 2% annual return over the full period.
This perhaps explains the poor performance of many South
African value funds over the last decade.
We also note that the investment factor has not been particularly
well rewarded over the last five years, showing a similar
contraction as in the value premium. This is perhaps somewhat
understandable as the level of annual asset growth and the
book value of a company are surely somewhat connected on a
fundamental level. This hypothesis is also supported by the fact
that investment is the only factor to show a positive correlation
0.31 to value, even if small in absolute terms.
In contrast to the size, value and investment factors, profitability
has shown strong performance over the last decade, particularly
over the financial crisis and recovery period. This makes intuitive
sense though as this factor essentially proxies the quality of a
company’s earning streams and one would expect high quality
earnings streams to have been the least affected by the crisis and
also to have participated strongly in the subsequent recovery rally.
It also supports the recent industry trend in international markets
of focussing on quality-sorted versions of the other factors (Gray
(2014), Vogel and Gray (2015)).

Table 2: Equal-weight long/short factor summary statistics, Dec 2002 to Aug 2016
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Table 3: Equal-weight factor correlation matrix and correlations between equal-weight and cap-weight factor returns, Dec 2002 to Aug 2016
Tables 2 and 3 also highlight some interesting points about the
low volatility and low beta factors. In contrast to what one might
expect, Table 2 shows that these two factors have the second
highest and highest return volatility respectively. However, this
phenomenon actually confirms the rationale motivating these
factors; namely that there is an inverse relationship between
volatility or beta and the actual risk premium awarded to the
stock. Whatever the economic reasoning though, we note that
both factors have performed strongly since the financial crisis.
The strong positive correlation of 0.78 between the returns of
these two factors suggests that they are capturing overlapping
parts of the same underlying factor, which one would expect.
However, we do note a higher kurtosis, lower volatility and lower
maximum drawdown attached to the low volatility factor. One
final point of interest with these factors is their strong positive
correlations of 0.62 and 0.55 respectively to the profitability factor.
We leave this observation for future research.
As with all asset classes, risk factors also display varying degrees
of cyclical behaviour. Although this is graphically evident in
Figure 1, we provide more tangible evidence of this feature in
Table 4, which presents factor statistics for three contiguous sub-

periods of 4 1/2 years. In particular, we consider the bull market
from December 2002 to June 2007, the crisis and recovery rally
from June 2007 to December 2011, and the positive but slowing
market from December 2011 to August 2016.
There are clear and meaningful differences in nearly all factors
and statistics across the sub-periods. In particular, notice that the
largest drawdown for most of the factors has actually occurred in
the most recent sub-period and specifically over the last two years.
Two of the main reasons for this – although certainly not the only
ones – are that the proportion of SA-specific risk to global risk
in the local market has been consistently increasingly since 2012
(Flint et al., 2015), and that some of the largest ALSI constituents
have experience significant company-specific events in the recent
past. This observation highlights the general need to ensure that
one is effectively diversified against those risks which do not carry
any discernible risk premia as well as being diversified across
the risk factors that do carry a positive premium over the longterm. It is this last reason that has driven the rise of multi-factor
portfolios, discussed further in in the section on Factor-Based
Portfolio Management.

Table 4: Long/Short Factor performance across three sub-periods: Dec 2002 – Jun 2007, Jun 2007 – Dec 2011, Dec 2011 – Aug 2016
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Figure 2: Cumulative log-performance of long-only (solid) and long/short (dashed) South African risk factors, Dec 2002 to Aug 2016

Factor Robustness
As with any empirical financial study, one needs to address
the question of robustness. In particular, one should always be
cognisant of the fact that the constructed factor portfolios will
always only be noisy proxies of the true underlying risk factors.
To this end, we consider the robustness of such factors to the
choices made during the construction process. We have already
highlighted one such choice in Figure 1 by showing the effect
that weighting scheme can have. In this section we scrutinise a
number of other important construction choices.
Long-only versus Long/Short Factors
One of the most pertinent constraints for many investors is
the inability to short sell assets either at all or to the extent that
they would wish. This raises the issue of whether long-only
factor proxies are able to provide similar risk factor exposure
in comparison to their long/short counterparts. A fundamental
challenge in factor investing is the investability of the underlying
factor portfolios. It is all well and good to create theoretically
appealing long/short factor portfolios and use these for risk
attribution – see the section on Factor Risk Attribution and the
Factor Efficiency Ratio – but this may all for nought if one cannot
effectively allocate capital to such portfolios. Hence the proposal
of long-only factor portfolios. Although such portfolios will
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contain residual market risk by construction, we believe that their
interpretation as risk factors still remains valid. Furthermore,
given that all the factors will on average have similar levels of
market risk exposure, this residual risk should largely cancel out
in any risk attribution exercises.
Figure 2 compares the performance of the long-only component
of each factor (solid lines) against the complete long/short
portfolios (dashed lines), and Table 5 gives the long-only factor
summary statistics. In the case of the market factor, we are
comparing the absolute market return with its excess-to-cash
counterpart. There is a stark contrast in performance between all
the long-only and long/short portfolios. It is also clear that the
long-only risk factors – barring size – comfortably outperform the
absolute market return.
Table 6 gives the correlation matrix of the long-only factors as
well as the correlations between the long-only and long/short
versions of each factor. The supposition of contaminating latent
market exposure is proven by the strong positive correlations with
the market factor. Furthermore, the correlations between each
risk factor are now also very high as a result. Considering the
correlations between long-only and long/short factor versions,
it is interesting to note that despite the similarity in trend
between the two momentum factors, the correlation between
these two factors is only mildly positive at 0.29. This serves as a

Figure 3: Cumulative log-performance of big (solid) and small (dashed) South African risk factors, Dec 2002 to Aug 2016

Table 6: Long-only factor correlation matrix and correlations between long-only and long/short factor returns, Dec 2002 to Aug 2016
poignant reminder about the pitfalls of conflating price trend and
correlations. What Figure 2 does suggest though is that the short
component of the momentum factor provides only limited benefit
across the period.
Factor Size Effects
Another constraint faced by many investors is that of capacity.
Even if one has the ability to short, it may be that the majority of
a factor’s return stems from the Small sub-portfolios of the factor.
Such a size bias would imply limited investment capacity owing
to the small market capitalisation of the underlying stocks and
potential illiquidity issues. Several authors have suggested that
such factor size biases exist in many markets (Homescu, 2015).
If present in the highly concentrated SA equity market, this bias
would have serious ramifications on the prospect of large-scale
SA factor investing. Figure 3 breaks down each factor return
into its Big (solid line) and Small (dashed line) sub-portfolio as
per Equation 10. Note that these sub-portfolios are still long/
short combinations and hence are of similar magnitudes to the
complete factor returns shown in Figure 1.
Momentum and value don’t display any significant size bias.
Of the remaining four, profitability displays a small, persistent
bias towards large stocks, while investment displays a persistent
bias towards small stocks. Low volatility and low beta display
discrepancies between big and small long/short portfolios that
vary over the sample period.

Rebalancing Frequency & Date
Value, profitability and investment portfolios are rebalanced
annually at the beginning of each year. Low volatility and low
beta portfolios are rebalanced quarterly with the first rebalance
occurring at the beginning of the year, and momentum portfolios
are rebalanced at the end of each month. The choice of rebalance
frequency for each factor is driven by the time frame over which
the factor signal decays. There is also the more practical issue
that any benefit gained from more frequent rebalancing may be
offset by the additional transaction costs. For the majority of
our factors, the time frame of the risk premia is well established.
However, given the relatively new ‘discovery’ of the low volatility
and low beta factors, the effect of rebalance frequency is less well
documented. To this end, we compared the returns from the
low volatility and low beta factors when rebalancing monthly,
quarterly, biannually and annually and found only minor
differences.
Another rebalancing issue to consider for those factors with
longer holding periods is the choice of month in which to enact
the rebalance. As above, we test how much of an impact moving
rebalance dates has by considering the returns from twelve value
factors each rebalanced in different months of the year and again
find no significant return differences. Although it may seem odd
to include such a non-result in our research, it is an incredibly
important one from a practical implementation perspective.
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Figure 4: Cumulative log-performance of standard (solid) and extreme (dashed) South African risk factors, Dec 2002 to Aug 2016
Furthermore, it showcases the fact that the factor construction
methodology outlined in in the section on Constructing South
African Risk Factors is generally robust to rebalancing choices.
Portfolio Extremity
The standard Fama-French two-way sorting procedure uses the
50th percentile of the size score and the 30th and 70th percentiles
of the factor scores as the relevant sorting break points. A natural
question then is whether using more extreme percentile break
points results in larger factor risk premia. The trade-off here is
that one essentially creates ‘purer’ factor portfolios but at the cost
of increasing the portfolio’s idiosyncratic risk. This is particularly
pressing in the South African equity market, which only contains
around 160 counters.
To test the robustness of the factors to the sorting methodology,
we create extreme factor portfolios using the 20th and 80th
percentiles of the relevant factor scores as sorting break points.
Figure 4 gives the comparison between the standard (solid line)
and extreme (dashed line) factors. Somewhat surprisingly, only
the extreme value and momentum factors show any significant
difference to their standard counterparts. In both cases, the
divergence of the extreme factor performance is most evident
in the last ten years and seems to be linked to outperformance
during periods of financial stress. We leave further investigation
of this phenomenon for future research.
Alternative Factor Definitions
Although varying the choice of sorting percentile can in some
respects be considered as using an alternative factor definition,
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the more obvious alternative is to use a different fundamental
stock characteristic as a proxy for the underlying factor score. As
an example, we have already discussed the multiple definitions
of the quality factor in the section on The Fama-French Model
and its Extensions. In a similar vein, a number of authors have
considered alternative measures for value and for low volatility.
Popular alternative value score candidates include earnings-toprice, cash flow-to-price and a composite scored based on these
two metrics as well as the original book-to-market ratio (Amenc
et al., 2014). In the low volatility literature, the alternatives are not
different risk measures but rather different calculation methods
for volatility; the main variables being the length of the historical
estimation window and the frequency of return data.4 Blitz and
van Vliet (2007) suggest using three years of weekly data, Baker
et al. (2014) suggests using either 60 monthly or 60 weekly return
observations, local research considers three years of monthly
data, while Frazzini and Pedersen (2014) suggest one year of daily
return data.
Figure 5 gives the cumulative log-performance of long/short
factors based on these alternative value and low volatility scores.
The variant return range for both factors is fairly substantial and
particularly so for the value factor. Furthermore, the behaviour
of the variant value factors differs significantly throughout the
period, which suggests that the selected stock characteristics
capture different aspects of the true value risk factor. The relative
outperformance of the composite value score supports this
suggestion and also highlights the importance of reducing signal
noise; in this case achieved by averaging out the characteristicspecific noise.

Figure 5: Cumulative log-performance of value factor variants (left) and low volatility factor variants (right), Dec 2002 to Aug 2016
For the low volatility factor, performance of the factors all show
the same pattern, indicative of the fact that only the calculation
method is changing, rather than the measure itself. Interestingly,
both of the top performing variants are those that use the smallest
estimation window – 1 year and 60 weeks respectively – as well as
higher frequency data – daily and weekly respectively.

we consider how to attribute a fund’s risk – absolute or relative
– to a given set of external risk factors. Such an attribution lets
one identify what kinds of factor risk a fund is exposed to and
furthermore calculate how large these factor bets are. Knowing
this allows one to make informed and efficient investment
decisions.

Factor-Based Risk Management

Factor Risk Attribution and the Factor Efficiency Ratio

At its core, portfolio management is about making decisions:
when to buy or sell any given asset and in what quantity.
These decisions are made in order to add value to a passive
benchmark, be it a nominated index or a cash-based rate.5 In this
setting, ‘adding value’ is usually defined in two ways. The first
is by achieving a positive return, or alpha, over and above the
nominated benchmark at an acceptable level of risk. The second is
by achieving a specified target return at a lower level of risk than
that of comparable passive market products.

Given a series of fund returns – absolute or relative – we can use
one of the LFM’s in The Fama-French Model and its Extensions
to attribute risk to the underlying risk factors constructed in
Constructing South African Risk Factors. Although more difficult
than attributing risk to the fund’s constituents, Meucci (2007,
2016) describes how one can still attribute fund risk to a set of
external risk factors in an additive fashion. Furthermore, if one
does have sight of the fund’s holdings, it is possible to attribute
risk similarly for each of the underlying constituents so that
the fund’s factor risk contributions can be written as a linear
combination of the constituents’ factor risk contributions (see also
Roncalli and Weisang, 2012). This is perhaps the most important
factor application in the risk management space. Consider the
pedagogical example below.

In both cases, the strength of any portfolio decision should
be measured by how much value it generates for the fund,
conditional on the market and fund constraints faced by the
manager over the performance period. In prior Peregrine
Securities research, we showed how one could use the
fundamental law of active management (FLOAM) framework of
Clarke et al. (2002) in order to decompose a fund’s relative return
and risk into contributions from each of the underlying fund
constituents (Flint et al., 2015).
We build on this work here but consider instead the idea of
risk attribution rather than risk decomposition. In particular,

We select the Carhart four-factor risk model and make use of
long-only risk factors. Let us assume that there are four funds that
are currently under investigation. We simulate monthly returns
for these funds using the factor exposures given in Table 7. A
small random alpha term (centred at 0.25%) and a larger random
noise term (centred at zero) are added to each fund’s monthly
return.

Table 7: Simulated fund risk factor exposures
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Table 8: Carhart risk factor attribution
Table 8 gives a comprehensive factor risk attribution for both
the absolute and relative risk of each fund based on the Carhart
four-factor model. By construction, the estimated betas are very
2
similar to the input fund exposures and the R of the risk model is
very high. Table 8 also shows the risk contributions of each factor
as well as the catch-all residual term. These values are also closely
related to the estimated beta levels owing to the high correlation
between the risk factors as well as their similar volatility levels.
Finally, contributions to tracking error are also calculated across
the funds for each risk factor. Because of the good fit of the risk
model, most of the tracking error stems from the fund-specific
noise term.
In the context of factor investing, where investors are actively
seeking exposure to the underlying risk factors, risk and tracking
error contributions become incredibly important as they provide
a means of quantifying and thus evaluating such exposure. To
this end, Hunstad and Dekhayser (2015) introduce the Factor
Efficiency Ratio (FER) as a means of gauging the amount of
intended versus unintended factor risk exposure in a given fund
(or asset). Letting d represent the set of k desired factors, we
can write
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where RCi is the generic risk contribution stemming from the i th
desired risk factor. Hunstad and Dekhayser originally consider the
contributions to active risk (i.e. tracking error) but one can just as
easily use any convex risk measure to calculate risk contributions.6
This FER is interpreted as follows: for every X% of risk stemming
from the desired factor set, the fund takes on an additional 1% of
risk from undesired factors. Therefore, the higher the FER, the
more efficient the fund is at gaining desired factor exposure.
Consider the four fund example and further assume that all of
these funds are marketed as composite value/momentum indices.
Using this as our desired factor set, we calculate FER’s of 0.21,
0.87, 2.40 and 1.17 for each of the funds respectively. Based on
these scores, it is clear that Fund 3 provides one with the most
efficient exposure to the desired value and momentum factors.
Return-Based Style Analysis & Fund Replication
Sharpe (1992) introduced the concept of returns-based style
analysis (RBSA) used extensively in the fund management
literature. In essence, RBSA is a form of constrained regression

Figure 6: RBSA betas (left) and end-of-period weights (right) for the FTSE/JSE Dividend Plus Index and the long-only FamaFrench five-factor model, Dec 2005 to Aug 2016
that allows one to draw inference on funds for which only
historical return data is available. Sharpe suggested using factors
based on asset classes and interpreted the model output as being
indicative of a manager’s style mix. Ultimately, given a set of
historical fund returns, RBSA estimates the static mix of tradable
market indices or factors that most closely replicates the fund’s
returns, R pt . Letting β represent the vector of factor exposures,
we can formulate the RBSA estimation problem as follows:
T 
m

argmin ∑  R pt − ∑β j jt 
β
=
t 1=
j 1


s.t.
βj ≥

∑β

j

2

(14)

= 1.

In a sense, the RBSA betas represent the long-only weights of
the replicating style portfolio. However, this is not strictly true
because the betas remain fixed across the estimation window
whereas portfolio weights would change in line with the
performance of the underlying factors. Several improvements to
the initial RBSA methodology have been suggested to address
this (and other) issues. These include the use of the Kalman filter,
corrections for heteroscedasticity and the inclusion of structural
break detection mechanisms. Another point which is common
to all regression but generally not considered in RBSA is that of
confidence intervals around the estimated betas.7 For example, a
style weight of 30% with a confidence interval of +/- 2% should
be viewed very differently to a weight of 30% with a confidence
interval of +/- 20%.
A variation of RBSA that is particularly relevant in the index
tracking space is to solve for the initial number of ‘shares’
(rather than betas) of each factor that minimises the tracking
error (rather than sum of squared errors) of the estimated style
portfolio to the given fund returns. Therefore, one can not only

use the RBSA framework to measure a given fund manager’s
style mix but also – after some adjustment – to create tradable
replicating portfolios for a fund. This alternative usage has been
explored at length in connection with hedge fund replication.
As in Factor Risk Attribution and the Factor Efficiency Ratio,
we illustrate RBSA with an illustrative example. We attempt to
uncover the style mix of the FTSE/JSE Dividend Plus Index by
making use of the long-only Fama-French five-factor model.
Figure 6 displays the RBSA factor exposures (left panel) and the
adjusted-RBSA replicating weights (right panel) from December
2005 onwards. We fit both models using rolling 36-month
windows and record the static betas and end-of-period weights
respectively.
Although the exposures are similar to the replicating weights,
2
one can still easily see the discrepancies in Figure 6. The R of
both models is consistently high, meaning that the majority of
variation in the index is well-captured by the five-factor model.
The style mix of the index varies considerably over the period,
which suggests that the dividend yield measure is actually a
composite signal for a number of underlying risk factors. The
largest exposure over the period has been to the profitability
factor – in line with the yield-driven nature of the index – with
the remainder mostly split between the value and market factors.
Investment exposure is sporadic and has been absent over the last
three years. Size is irrelevant for the Dividend Plus index, which
is to be expected given that the index is limited to large- and midcap stocks.
Table 9 gives the RBSA betas and end-of-period weights for the
36-month period ending at 31 August 2016. Although similar
in nature, there is still an absolute difference of 13.7% across the
factors. This difference is driven by the varying performance of
the underlying factors and is directly related the level of factor
dispersion over the period.

Table 9: RBSA betas and replicating weights for the Dividend Plus Index as at 31 Aug 2016
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Factor-Based Portfolio Management
In addition to the risk management applications given above, risk
factors are also used extensively in portfolio management. And
while the concept of factor investing is definitely not new, the rise
of the smart beta phenomenon has attracted significant attention
to this area.
In the last several years, the focus has started to move away from
identifying additional risk factors and towards constructing
optimal multi-factor portfolios. While some authors have
said that there is no formal framework in place for combining
systematic factor strategies (De Franco et al., 2016), the fact
of the matter is that the majority of the existing optimisation
frameworks – risk/return or risk-only – are fully capable of
incorporating both factor portfolios and factor-based risk/return
views. Furthermore, the allocation policy for systematic strategies
outlined by Meucci (2016) provides one with a fully general
framework for creating optimal multi-factor portfolios in the
presence of transaction costs and fund constraints.
In this section we discuss several ideas on how to create such
multi-factor portfolios, ranging from the very simple to the fairly
complex. Note that most of these are based on concepts that we
have already introduced and analysed in preceding sections.
Factor Portfolio Mixing and Integrated Factor Scores
According to Fitzgibbon et al. (2016), two of the most common
approaches for creating multi-factor portfolios are the ‘portfolio
mix’ and ‘integrated score’ methods. Portfolio mixing is simply
the linear combination of factor portfolios constructed from
single-variable sorting procedures. For example, consider a value
portfolio based solely on the top quintile of book-to-market
stocks and a momentum portfolio based solely on the top quintile
of twelve month return stocks. These portfolios would then be
taken as existing building blocks and the only challenge facing the
investor would be to set an appropriate weight for each portfolio.
Viewed in this light, portfolio mixing can be thought of in a
similar manner to the decisions made in strategic asset allocation.
The integrated score approach goes one step further by mixing
the underlying factor scores ex ante rather than mixing given
factor portfolios ex post. The Fama-French two-way sorting
methodology – whereby stocks are selected based on their
respective factor score ranks relative to a set of constant percentile
break points – is perhaps the simplest example of the integrated
score approach. In general, the integrated score approach

combines individual factor scores in some manner to create a
single, unified score. Figure 7 displays this concept graphically
and confirms that the field of (non)linear programming provides
investors with a natural set of tools for creating optimal integrated
multi-factor scores, and thus optimal multi-factor portfolios.
Lastly and very importantly, Hoffstein (2016) points out that one
needs to consider the speed of factor decay when creating these
integrated signals. This is particularly relevant when combining
the fast-decaying momentum signal with slower signals like value
or profitability, for example.
Constrained Risk Factor Optimisation
A more technically rigorous approach than those given above is
to view the construction of an efficient multi-factor portfolio as
a constrained optimisation problem. Although more complex,
this approach allows an investor to construct a multi-factor
portfolio that is as consistent with their return objectives and risk
preferences as their constraint set will permit. There are a number
of optimisation frameworks available to investors, including
classical mean-variance and risk-based investing (Richard
and Roncalli, 2015), among others.8 Below we sketch out two
candidate optimisation approaches that could be used to create
constrained optimal multi-factor portfolios.
The first approach makes use of the risk attribution framework
introduced in in the section Factor Risk Attribution and the
Factor Efficiency Ratio. Assuming that one is given a risk factor
model, the problem then becomes finding the underlying stock
weights that provide the requisite exposure to the targeted
risk factors, whilst minimising undesired factor exposures. If
exposure is defined in terms of beta, then one needs to solve for
the portfolio of assets that minimises the total distance between
estimated and targeted betas, where the target levels for the
undesired factors are set to zero. Alternatively, if exposure is
defined in terms of risk contributions, then there two options
available. The first option is similar to the beta optimisation but
where one instead specifies target risk contribution levels. The
second option is to solve for the portfolio of assets that maximises
the FER for the set of desired factors. FER optimisation is
arguably more intuitive and will likely provide more robust results
due to the fact that it simultaneously accounts for the desired and
undesired factor exposures in a single monotonic metric. Of the
two approaches, we therefore favour FER maximisation.

Figure 7: Integrated scoring examples for momentum and low volatility
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Figure 8: Creating a multi-factor portfolio by combining an Integrated Scoring screen with an MILP optimisation of the portfolio’s
Factor Efficiency Ratio
The second optimisation approach makes use of mixed integer
programming (MIP). A mixed integer program is one in which
some variables are continuous and some are integers. Such a
setting is ideal for problems in which one has to first select a
subset of assets from the available universe – the integer variables
– and subsequently search for the set of weights – the continuous
variables – that minimises an objective function under a set of
constraints. In general, mixed integer programs can be quite
hard to solve unless one can formulate the problem in a very
particular way. Thankfully, we are able to set up both linear
(MILP) and quadratic (MIQP) mixed integer programs for most
portfolio construction problems which can be solved fairly easily
– albeit slowly – with freely available optimisation toolboxes and
heuristic solvers. In prior Peregrine Securities research, we have
successfully used the MIQP approach to replicate the Top40 index
with only a small number of stocks and also construct optimal
hedging baskets for active funds (Flint et al., 2015).
One of the main issues with multi-factor investing is smoothly
transitioning between risk and return preferences in the factor
space to risk and return preferences in the asset space. This is not
a trivial exercise. One way of linking the factor and asset spaces
in a manner which does not add additional estimation error
would be to combine the integrated score approach with the risk
attribution optimisation by means of an MILP. Figure 8 presents
an example of this combined approach for a low volatility and
momentum multi-factor portfolio using scoring data as at August
2016.
One uses the integrated score as a screening tool to find the subset
of assets that display the fundamental factor characteristics most
in line with the desired factor set. Taking this subset of factorscreened assets as an input, one then solves the MILP problem for
the maximum FER portfolio under the given constraints, where
the choice of assets included in the portfolio and the subsequent
weights attached to the chosen assets are both variables in
the optimisation. Introducing the integrated score screen and

subsequently maximising the portfolio’s FER obviates the need
to explicitly assign factor-consistent expected return estimates to
each asset – a difficult task – and thus also reduces the potential
for estimation error in the optimisation.
Conclusion
Risk factors and systematic factor strategies are fast becoming
an integral part of the global asset management landscape. In
this report, we have attempted to provide an introduction to,
and critique of, the factor investing paradigm in a South African
setting.
We created a range of long/short and long-only risk factors for the
South African equity market according to the standard FamaFrench factor construction methodology: size, value, momentum,
profitability, investment, low volatility and low beta. Historical
risk and return characteristics varied significantly across the
factors as well as across market regimes. Momentum has been
the most rewarded factor historically. Low volatility, profitability
and low beta have also shown positive risk premia, while the size
factor seems to be non-existent in South Africa. We then tested
factor robustness at length and showed the effect that each of the
major decisions taken in the factor construction process can have.
The largest such effect stems naturally from the choice of longonly or long/short factors. Interestingly, we found that, barring
size, all long-only factors handily outperformed the market.
In addition to constructing this factor database, we also
showcased several risk factor applications. In the risk
management space, we considered risk attribution to factors
and introduced the Factor Efficiency Ratio as a measure of how
efficiently a fund gained exposure to a set of desired risk factors.
We also considered returns-based style analysis with long-only
risk factors and showed how this could be used to estimate a
manager’s style mix or to create a replicating factor portfolio for
an index.
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In the portfolio management space, we considered the issue of
creating multi-factor portfolios. We discussed simple approaches
such as portfolio mixing and integrated scoring, and more
complex approaches based on solving for target risk contributions
or optimising the factor efficiency ratio for the desired factors.
Finally, we introduced the mixed integer programming
framework as a means of combining the integrated scoring
approach with the risk attribution optimisation approach in a
robust manner, thus allowing one to smoothly transition between
preferences and constraints in the non-tradable factor space and
the tradable asset space.
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6. Note that one has to treat negative risk contributions with
caution when calculating the FER as they can materially change
its interpretation. The simplest solution is to take absolute values
of all risk contributions and replace the ‘1’ in the denominator
with the sum of the absolute risk contributions.

17. De Franco, C., Monnier, B., Nicolle, J., & Rulik, K. (2016).
How Different Are Alternative Beta Strategies?. The Journal of
Index Investing, 7(2), 57-77.
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